Statement of Co-Authorship

**IMPORTANT INFO**

As per the [Higher Degree by Research Thesis Preparation, Submission and Examination Policy](#), where research papers resulting from a thesis are mentioned or included within the body or appendix of a thesis (in whole or in part), a Statement of Co-Authorship must be included within the thesis preamble. The Statement, endorsed by the Primary Supervisor and Head of School, is required in all versions of the thesis.

The Statement documents the contribution of each author to the research paper. This will be used by the thesis Examiner to assess whether the contribution of the candidate was sufficient to justify inclusion of the paper(s) in the thesis.

In the Statement template below, under **Author contributions**, the candidate must list all authors and provide details of their role in the published work for each paper.

Examples have been *italicised*. 
Statement of Co-Authorship

The following people and institutions contributed to the publication of work undertaken as part of this thesis:

**Candidate** -- <Name and School>
**Author 1** -- <Name and institution>
**Author 2** -- <Name and institution>
**Author 3** -- <Name and institution>
**Author 4** -- <Name and institution>
**Author 5** -- <Name and institution>

**Contribution of work by co-authors for each paper:**

**PAPER 1:** Located in Chapter X
<Full paper citation>

Author contributions:
- e.g.
- Conceived and designed experiment: Candidate, Author 1, Author 2
- Performed the experiments: Candidate
- Analysed the data: Candidate, Author 3, Author 4
- Contributed reagents/materials/analysis tools: Author 1, Author 2
- Wrote the manuscript: Candidate, Author 1, Author 3

**PAPER 2:** Located in Chapter Y
<Full paper citation>

Author contributions:
- e.g.
- Conceived and designed the review: Candidate, Author 1, Author 2
- Analysed the data: Candidate, Author 1
- Wrote the manuscript: Candidate, Author 1, Author 2

**PAPER 3:** Located in Chapter Z
<Full paper citation>

Author contributions:
- <list as appropriate>

*We, the undersigned, endorse the above stated contribution of work undertaken for each of the published (or submitted) peer-reviewed manuscripts contributing to this thesis:*

Signed: __________________________  __________________________  __________________________

  <Name>                  <Name>                  <Name>
  Candidate               Primary Supervisor  Head of School
  <School of xxxx>        <School of xxxx>   <School of xxxx>
  University of Tasmania  University of Tasmania  University of Tasmania

Date: __________________________  __________________________  __________________________